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The collection of representative corpus samples of both child language and online (CMC) 
language varieties is crucial for linguistic research t h a t  i s  m o t i v a t e d  b y  a p p l i c a t i o n s  
t o  t h e  p r o t e c t i o n  o f  c h i l d r e n  o n l i n e .  In this paper, we present an extensive survey 
of corpora available for these two areas. Although a significant amount of research has been 
undertaken both on child language and on CMC language varieties, a much smaller number of 
datasets are made available as corpora. Especially lacking are corpora which match 
requirements for verifiable age and gender metadata, although some include self-reported 
information, which may be unreliable. Our survey highlights the lack of corpus data 
available for the intersecting area of child language in CMC environments. This lack of 
available corpus data is a significant drawback for those wishing to undertake replicable 
studies of child language and online language varieties. 
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Introduction 
This survey is part of a wider investigation into child language and computer-mediated 
communication (CMC)1 corpora. Its aim is to assess the availability of relevant corpora which can 
be used to build representative samples of the language of children online. The Isis project2, of 
which the survey is a part, carries out research in the area of online child protection. Corpora of 
child and CMC language serve two main purposes in our research. First, they enable us to build 
age- and gender-based standard profiles of such language for comparison purposes. One of the 
key aims of the Isis project is to construct a toolkit to help law enforcement officers identify 
adults that are masquerading as children in the online environment. Hence, reference datasets 
with validated age and gender information for contributors are vital to our work. These reference 
datasets act as proxies for real police case data. We need to collect data from children (under 12s) 
and teenagers (ages 13–19) due to the law enforcement scenarios involved. To some extent, the 
requirement to have verifiable age and gender information for training data for our systems is 
imposed on us so that we have traceable evidence which can be used in building legal cases. 
Second, the child and CMC language corpora allow us to retrain our existing Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) tools to deal with such language. In general, NLP tools are trained on the 
genres, text types and domains included in existing reference corpora such as the British National 
Corpus or other large corpora derived from published sources. Such corpora tend to consist of the 
language of adults from a wide range of traditional genres such as fiction, non-fiction, newspapers, 
magazines, professional writing and in some cases conversational spoken language. However, 
these standard corpora do not contain examples of the new online genres (Mehler et al. 2011). 
Notable exceptions are those collected using the Web as Corpus paradigm such as the Wacky 




There is a growing awareness in the NLP community of the need to adapt existing NLP tools to 
new domains (Daumé III et al. 2010), but we are not aware of any previous work in the area of 
retraining NLP tools to deal with language of children online. Our hypothesis is that this is due to 
the lack of available corpus data. Although, as we shall see, there is a vast amount of research on 
child language and a growing quantity of research into online language varieties such as chat 
rooms, blogging, micro-blogging, social networking sites and instant messaging (IM), we have 
found that very few such datasets are made available as corpora. In turn, this may be due to the 
ethical and legal issues associated with collecting and redistributing data from children and online 
sources. The use of online data is a grey area for language researchers. Arguably, it can be 
considered acceptable to collect a corpus for a study consisting of data that is already publicly 
available in online forums (Seale et al. 2006). However, to package up this data and redistribute it 
without seeking permission from the individuals and/or copyright holders would not be. Initiatives 
using web-derived corpora usually make available lists of URLs rather than actual copies of data 
(Sharoff 2006), or they restrict access via a web interface so that full texts cannot be downloaded 
(Baker 2009; Davies 2009). As for child language data, the requirements of university ethics 
committees mean that collections are made with ethical consent for direct use by the researchers 
only and not for secondary analysis or redistribution more widely. 
Practical issues may also be a factor in the lack of child language corpora. As with adult spoken 
data which is more expensive to collect and transcribe than written data, the costs associated with 
collecting and converting written child language data will be higher, for example, transcription is 
needed to convert handwriting into text form. This may also be more time consuming if the 
handwriting is difficult to read. 
Collecting a corpus of online forum and chat room data is technically possible, but without 
validated ages and gender information, the text is of little use in our particular research for building 
the standard profiles mentioned above. Validated ages and genders are also a prerequisite for other 
types of analysis, e.g. language acquisition research. 
There are a number of reasons motivating the collection and release of corpora of child 
language and language representing the online world. As with other corpora, it is important to 
share datasets in order to support “the scientific method”, i.e. for reasons of replicability, 
falsifiability, completeness and objectivity (Leech 1992). Corpora of child language can be used for 
language acquisition and development research. The analysis of corpora of online and CMC 
language is growing significantly as this type of communication has become ubiquitous since the 
development of the World Wide Web. 
There are a number of other published surveys of linguistic corpora. Typically, these appear as 
appendices to corpus linguistic textbooks (McEnery and Wilson 1996; Biber et al. 1998) or online 
reference lists that are kept up to date (e.g. David Lee’s bookmarks for corpus-based linguists3, the 
corpus resource database maintained at VARIENG in Finland4, and the survey carried out by the 
EU CLARIN project5). Surveys of well-known corpora (Edwards 1993; Xiao 2008; Lee 2010) and 
specific types of corpora (Pravec 2002) have been published. There are also surveys of corpora 
for specific languages (Wang 2001; Nikkhou and Choukri 2005; Xiao-jun 2006) and groups of 
languages (Pusch 2002). However, none of these surveys consider the language of children or 
online varieties as we do here. 
In order to train NLP tools and build language frequency profiles for different age and 
gender groups, including fine-grained age ranges for children and teenagers, we require bodies 
of text which can be attributed to specific ages and genders. Additional metadata about the 
source of the text (i.e. the writer or speaker) would also be beneficial, this may include gender 
and social class markers. Existing corpora were surveyed to assess their suitability for the 
research, and we concluded that the following corpus properties need to be taken into account: 
 
• The mode of the corpus, e.g. written or spoken. There have been many discussions on the 
differences between spoken and written language, see for example Perera (1986) and Chafe 
and Tannen (1987). 
• The range of writers/speakers available, especially with regards to age and gender. See, for 




• The variety of English in the corpus; e.g. British or American (Hofland and Johansson 1982; 
Swan 2005:39–44) and dialect (Trudgill and Chambers 1991; Trudgill 1999; Wales 2000; 
Anderwald and Szmrecsanyi 2009). 
• The metadata available for the writers/speakers in the corpus. 
• The compilation date of the corpus and how current the data is within it. Jones and 
Schieffelin (2009) note differences in (IM) language use between 2003 and 2006. 
• The size of the corpus. 
• How much cleanup of the text is required? How well is the text formatted, is it 
straightforward to extract the relevant metadata and texts? 
• Availability of the corpus. Is it free to use? Are there any restrictions on its use? 
 
The ideal corpus for use in our current research would be a sufficiently large corpus containing a 
variety of web-based texts with a wide range of British6 writers/speakers from different age 
groups and social classes. This hypothetical corpus would also have been collected recently, with 
well structured text and rich metadata markup and also be freely available with no restrictions on 
its use. Unfortunately, a perfect corpus is rarely in existence and made available for use, and 
typically, data from different sources needs to be combined in order to build a corpus or set of 
corpora for the purpose of the specific research in question. This paper shall assess existing child 
language and CMC corpora and other sources to establish whether they could be used for our 
specific purposes. At the same time this review will provide details to other researchers who wish 
to use existing child language and CMC corpora in their own studies, whilst also highlighting the 
gaps in data available for study. 
The paper is structured as follows. We begin our review of available corpora which contain 
some child and teenage language in Section 1. In Section 2 we review the availability of corpora 
derived from online or CMC sources. We focus, in particular, on sources of online child and 
teenage language in Section 3. The final section of the paper, Section 4, contains a summary table 
highlighting the lack of corpora directly relevant to the study of child language online. Section 4 
also includes our conclusion on this survey and implications for future work in this area. As this 
paper contains a large number of references, not all will be listed in the reference list, but the paper 
is accompanied by an online extended ‘Bibliography of Child Language and CMC Corpora’ that 
can be accessed at INSERT URL. 
1. Child and Teenage Language Corpora 
A surprisingly small number of corpora have been produced which specifically contain child 
and/or teenage language; earlier studies of such language, especially classroom language, have 
utilised only a small amount of data using qualitative methods and alternative research methods 
to corpus linguistics. More recent corpus-based studies of child language focus on children’s 
language development and “first language acquisition” (see Foster-Cohen (1999) for an 
introduction to research in the area) or school-based language (Schleppegrell 2001; 2004). Most of 
these studies focus on spoken language whereas sources for child and teenage written language are 
generally harder to find; Smith et al. (1998:217) state “Corpora of child language do exist [...], but 
consist almost exclusively of speech”. The lack of data is probably due to children’s written data 
being largely hand-written, and this is notoriously difficult to transcribe; Smith et al. (1998) describe 
the difficulties of transcribing the Lancaster Corpus of Children’s Project Writing (detailed below). 
A small amount of research has looked into spelling errors in child language, see Sofkova Hashemi 
(2003) and Baron and Rayson (2009). 
The lack of corpora available is even more apparent when just looking for representations of 
teenage language, Stenström et al. (2002:x) state “The dearth of investigations into teenage 
language is due in part to its under-representation in language corpora.” There is much more 
material available for children and teenagers learning English as a second language (see e.g. 





The earliest corpus found offering some potential match to our search criteria is the 
Polytechnic of Wales (PoW) corpus7, a relatively small corpus of 65,000 words containing 
transcripts of recordings of 120 children aged between 6-12 both at play and in interviews. The 
children were divided equally according to gender, age and socio-economic class and metadata is 
available to reflect this. Possible downsides of the PoW corpus are its age (collected 1978-1984), 
the specific dialect of the speakers (all children were from Pontypridd, South Wales) and the 
large amount of processing likely to be required to cleanup the data. Perera (1986) uses this data in 
her study looking at the features of children’s written language and how it contrasts to their 
spoken language. 
Probably the best-known source of child language is CHILDES8 (Child Language Data 
Exchange System) (MacWhinney 2000). Development of CHILDES began in 1984 and the 
resource is still being augmented. A significant amount of transcribed spoken data from young 
children is available in a variety of languages, including English (both British and American 
varieties). The majority of the transcripts contain speech from under 5s. Corpora in CHILDES 
which contain data from children over 5 years old consists of9: 
 
British: 
• Fletcher: The Reading corpus of transcripts from 72 British children aged 3, 5, and 7 (see 
Fletcher and Garman 1988). 
• Gathercole/Burns: Collected from Scottish Children, with 4 children in the group “5- year-




• Carterette and Jones: Collected from 54 first graders (6-7), 48 third graders (8-9), 48 
fifth graders (10-11), and 24 adults. The children’s speech was recorded at two different 
schools in California. See Carterette and Jones (1974) for more details. 
• Evans: Transcripts of first grade (6-7) children in pairs at indoor play. Recorded in 
• Ontario, Canada. 
• Gathercole: Cross-sectional data of children aged 2 years and 9 months to 6 years and 6 
months (see Gathercole 1980). 
• MacWhinney: Transcripts from MacWhinney’s diary study of the development of his two 
sons, Ross (born 1977) and Mark (born 1979). Ross was recorded between the ages of 6 
months and 8 years, Mark between 7 months and 5 years 6 months. 
• Frog Story - Wolf/Hemphill Transcripts from 30 children whose language was studied from 
ages 6 to 8, the children were recorded narrating a picture book (Miranda et al. 1992). 
 
The texts are in a particular structure, using the CHAT Transcription Format10 which is used by the 
CLAN Program11, in most cases gender and age metadata are available. The database is freely 
downloadable, although some restrictions are in place on its use12. 
A further spoken corpus is available named Kids’ Speech13. The corpus was built in 2001 to 
train and evaluate speech recognisers, and the majority of the corpus is scripted repeated words and 
sentences. However, for each child there exists a transcript of about one minute of spontaneous 
speech. Approximately 100 children at 11 grade levels have been recorded, kindergarten (4-6) to 
tenth grade (15-16), totalling around 1100 minutes of speech. A free set of samples of the corpus is 
available from the website. Metadata does not seem to be available, although the texts are in 
individual grade directories and the website details the split between male and female speakers. 
The full corpus is available from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) catalog14 . 
Schleppegrell (1991) describes her use of a set of transcripts from 14 group interviews with 
59 third and sixth grade children. It is unclear whether these transcriptions are available to use; 




For spoken teenage British English, COLT15 - the Bergen Corpus of London Teenage 
Language (Haslerud and Stenström 1995), is probably the most well-known. Collected in 1993, 
the corpus contains 500,000 words of transcribed speech of speakers aged between 13 and 17 
years from various districts of London. Stenström et al. (2002) discuss the compilation of the 
corpus as well as some analysis and findings. The corpus is well structured and contains age and 
gender metadata. COLT is part of the BNC (detailed below). More recently, the Linguistic 
Innovators Corpus (LIC)16 (Gabrielatos et al. 2010) has been collected, which can be used to 
compare teenage London English from 1993 (COLT) to 2005. LIC contains 1.4 Million words of 
London English, mostly from 16-18 year olds (but also 70+). One shortcoming with COLT and 
LIC is their restriction to a single dialect, London English, although (Stenström et al. 2002:x) 
state: 
“[...]since London is one of the world’s most ‘central’ and trendiest cities. Its teenage 
vernacular, we assumed, must infiltrate the language of teenagers far beyond London’s 
boundaries, and even those of Britain itself.” 
A corpus containing a wider variety of British dialects may be applicable in the form of the 
IViE Corpus17 (Grabe and Post 2002; Grabe 2004; Kochanski et al. 2005). The corpus was built to 
research intonational variation and consists of recordings of speakers at secondary schools (aged 
about 16 years old) in Belfast, Bradford, Cambridge, Cardiff, Leeds, Liverpool, London, Dublin 
and Newcastle - 12–14 speakers from each area, recorded between 1997 and 2000. Because of the 
purpose of the corpus, only 60 seconds of each child’s data is ‘free conversation’. The corpus is 
freely available upon filling out a registration form. 
SACODEYL18 is a corpus of transcribed structured video interviews in a variety of European 
languages, including English (mainly British), with school pupils aged between 13 and 18 years. 
The corpus is very recent (collated 2006-2009) and contains 21 ten-minute interviews. The corpus 
was built for use with foreign language learning in schools (see Hoffstaedter and Kohn 2009), and 
according to the website’s data protection note19 : “The interviewees and/or the interviewees’ 
parents or tutors have formally consented to the use of their interviews for educational purposes. 
No other use of such material is allowed.” The corpus is well structured with TEI XML encoding. 
Metadata is available for each speaker and consists of age, gender, role and a brief descriptive 
note. The corpus does contain some spelling variation ‘corrections’, however these are very few 
(22 occurrences) and consist of basic forms such as gonna → going to20. 
The Child Language Survey (CLS) funded by the Nuffield Foundation in the 1960s gathered a 
large amount of data on the language of children around 8–15 years old. Spoken and written data 
was collected from various school types in London, Kent, Sussex and Yorkshire. Its size has been 
estimated at one million words (80% spoken and 20% written). Unfortunately, the CLS data has 
been largely unexploited because the vast majority of the data has not been transcribed digitally 
(Perera (1986) is one of a few researchers who have used the data). However, recent efforts have 
seen portions of the data digitised, including the LUCY Corpus21 (Sampson 2003; 2005) and the 
‘Variability in child language’ pilot study at Lancaster University22 (Pooley et al. 2008). The 
LUCY Corpus is freely available online with no restrictions although the metadata is not present. 
The Lancaster Corpus of Children’s Project Writing (LCCPW)23 is another potential source 
for children’s written English. The corpus is made up of project work by a class of 37 children in a 
UK school over 3 years in the early 1990s. The children were aged 8–11 years old at the time of 
data collection. The transcription and encoding of the corpus is described by Smith et al. (1998). 
The majority of the corpus is available to download from the project website. Metadata does not 
seem to be available for the age and gender of the writer for a particular text, although this may 
be available directly from the compilers. Spellings have been regularised in the corpus with XML 
tags; according to Smith et al. (1998:222), these include the original form as an attribute, although in 
the transcriptions available to download from the website, only the regularised form is available. 
Chipere et al. (2001; 2004) describe studies using a corpus of children’s writing. Their corpus 
consists of 918 narrative essays of at least 50 words, which “were collected from various schools 
in England by the Research and Evaluation Department of The University of Cambridge Local 




“also cover seven (out of a possible eight) levels of writing ability as defined by the National 
Curriculum for English” (Chipere et al. 2004:143). The corpus does not seem to be freely available 
online. 
Milton (1998); Milton and Hyland (1999); Hyland and Milton (1997) discuss studies comparing 
Hong Kong students’ writing and British students’ writing. As part of this research a corpus of 
770 GCE A-Level General Studies exam scripts were collected, totalling 500,000 transcribed 
words (Hyland and Milton 1997:187). The majority of the students would have been 18 years old 
when the exam was taken in 1994. The corpus does not seem to be available for download, 
although the LUCY Corpus does contain the scripts graded A or B, totalling 13,000 words (Sampson 
2005). 
British A-Level essays are also available from the Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays 
(LOCNESS)24. The corpus contains British and American students’ essays: 60,209 words from 
British A-Level students, 95,695 words from British university students, and 168,400 words from 
American university students. The corpus is freely available on request from Sylviane Granger or 
Sylvie De Cock. 
The LUCY Corpus contains further texts which may be relevant. Firstly, five pieces of 
coursework from students on an access course attached to a computing degree at Sussex University, 
aged 18-22 and male. Secondly, 24 first-year undergraduate essays from five different courses at 
Sussex University. Unfortunately, metadata does not seem to be present, so the data could only be 
attributed to ‘young adults’. 
Berman and Nir-Sagiv (2007) describe research using a corpus containing written texts and 
spoken transcriptions from American English-speaking children and adults split into four age 
groups: 9–10 years, 12–13 years, 16–17 years, and 25–35 years. There were 20 participants in 
each group, 10 male and 10 female. The corpus forms part of a multi-lingual corpus 
encompassing seven languages: Dutch, English, French, Hebrew, Icelandic, Spanish and Swedish 
from the Spencer Foundation funded project entitled “Developing literacy in different contexts 
and in different languages” (see Berman and Verhoeven 2002). The availability of the English 
portion of the corpus is unclear. 
The SCOTS Corpus25 (Anderson 2007; Anderson et al. 2007) is a 4 million word written and 
spoken corpus of the language of current-day Scotland. Included in the corpus are transcripts of 
oral interactions between young children and caregivers. This data is freely available to download 
from the corpus website with detailed metadata included. 
Various more general corpora were scrutinised to establish whether portions could be extracted 
to represent child or teenage language. It was found that the majority of the corpora only contained 
texts written or spoken by adults, there were, however, a few exceptions. The British National 
Corpus (BNC)26 includes texts ascribed to children and adolescents, and is metadata rich with 
writers/speakers marked with a gender and age-group (under 15, 15–24, 24–34, 35–44, 45–59, 
over 59, and unknown). The total corpus is 100 million words, 90% written and 10% spoken and 
was collected between 1991 and 199427. The International Corpus of English (ICE)28 is a series of 
corpora in worldwide varieties of English. Each corpus is 1 million words of written and spoken 
texts. All texts are dated 1990 or later; ICE-GB, the British variety of the corpus was collected in 
1998. Unfortunately, all authors and speakers are aged 18 and above; worse still, on investigation 
of ICE-GB, only an age-group is given, 18–25 years being the youngest; hence, the texts could 
only be associated to ‘young adults’. Metadata of writers and speakers is located in separate files, 
but the corpora are well structured and formatted. 
 
Source Positive aspects Potential problems 
PoW Corpus • Speakers aged 6-12 years 
• Age, gender and socio-economic 
class metadata 
• Small (65,000 words) 
• Dated (1978-1984) 
• Specific Welsh dialect 
• Large amount of cleanup 
required. 
CHILDES • Younger ages than from other 
corpora 
• Majority of data from children 




• Gender and age metadata 
available 
• Only small amount of data is 
British English 
• Dated (1974-1992) 
Kids’ Speech • Large range of ages (4-16) 
• Fairly recent (2001) 
• Straightforward cleanup 
• Entirely American English 
• Lack of metadata (although texts 
split into grades) 
COLT • Fairly large (500,000 words) 
• Well structured 
• Age and gender metadata 
available 
• Largely covers teenage years 
(13-17) 
• Specific dialect (London English) 
• Quite dated (1993) 




• Large (1.4 million words) 
• Recent (2005) 
• Most speakers 16-18 years old 
• Specific dialect (London English) 
IViE Corpus • Range of British dialects • Specific age group (~16 years 
old) 
• Relatively small amount of data 
• Unclear exactly what data (and 
metadata) is available 
SACODEYL • Very recent (2006-2009) 
• Largely covers teenage years 
(13-18) 
• Well structured 
• Age and gender metadata 
available 






• Recently collected 
• Age and gender metadata 
available 
• Written data 
• Small (50,000 words) 
LUCY Corpus • Different age groups (8-15, 18+) 
• Written data 
• Some texts very dated (1960s) 
• Metadata does not appear to be 
present 
• Cleanup would be required to use 
the data 
LCCPW • Data from the same children over 
3 years 
• Age and gender metadata 
• Well structured 
• Written data 
• Fairly dated (Early 1990s) 
LOCNESS • Fairly large (324,000 words) 
• Written data 
• Only has data from late-teens 
• Half of the data is American 
English 
• Unclear on structure of texts and 
metadata 
SCOTS • Detailed metadata available 
• Well structured 
• Child data is mainly recent 
(2000s), although the whole 
corpus covers from 1949-present 
• Precise age not available, only 
decade of birth 
• Specific dialect (Scottish) 
• Small dataset, relevant data 
covers 59 texts 
BNC • Large (10 million spoken words) 
• Age, gender and socio-economic 
• Fairly dated (early 1990s) 




class metadata available 
• Well structured 
• General corpus of British English 
(should contain good spread of 
language varieties) 
• Despite size, only small portion is 
from children/teenagers 
• Overlap with COLT 
ICE • Different global varieties of 
English 
• Large (1 million words for each 
variety) 
• Gender and age (group) metadata 
available 
• Well structured 
• Youngest age is 18 
• No precise age, youngest age 
group is 18-25 
Table 1 - Summary of corpora available containing child/teenage language. 
2. Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) 
Computer Mediated Communication (CMC), defined by December (1996), is the sending and 
receiving of messages via the internet, that is rather than face-to-face communication or 
traditional written communication. Examples include email, forums and bulletin boards, 
newsgroups (Usenet), chat rooms (IRC), instant messaging (IM), blogs and social networking 
sites. More recently SMS has come to be included as a form of CMC; Herring (2007:1) defines 
CMC as “predominantly text-based human-human interaction mediated by networked computers 
or mobile telephony”. Herring (2003; 2007) also describes a specific area of CMC, Computer-
Mediated Discourse (CMD) which is “distinguished by its focus on language and language use in 
computer networked environments, and by its use of methods of discourse analysis to address that 
focus” (Herring 2003:1). 
Various authors (e.g. Crystal 2001; Beißwenger and Storrer 2009) have compared CMC to the 
spoken and written modes of communication, others have compared specific forms of CMC to the 
spoken and written modes, for example, email (Yates 1996; Baron 1998; 2003), Chat (Schulze 
1999; Greenfield and Subrahmanyam 2003; Zitzen and Stein 2004; Al-Sa’di and Hamdan 2005) 
and IM: (Ferrara et al. 1991; Voida et al. 2002; Tagliamonte and Denis 2008; Jones and Schieffelin 
2009). The general consensus seems to be that CMC has features from both spoken and written 
forms, but that the language is distinct enough from both to be considered as a separate mode of 
communication. Furthermore, the various forms of CMC have their “own usage conditions and 
therefore, each needs to be analysed in its own right” (Baron 2004); for instance, CMC can be in 
two forms, synchronous (chat rooms and instant messaging) or asynchronous (email and SMS), 
Honeycutt (2001), Sotillo (2000), af Segerstad (2002:57) and Rettie (2003) examine the difference 
between these forms in more detail, Grinter et al. (2006) and Ling and Baron (2007) compare SMS 
and IM use (for teenagers). 
Beißwenger and Storrer (2009) discuss various issues in collecting CMC data, such as 
formatting and acquiring metadata, whilst Androutsopoulos and Beißwenger (2008) give an 
overview of data collection and methodology issues in Computer-Mediated Discourse Analysis 
(CMDA). One important issue is the question of research ethics, especially with regards to privacy 
concerns. In other words, is it ethical to obtain freely available online data and use it for research 
without first obtaining permission from the website maintainer and/or individual author? See 
Cherny (1999: Chapter 7), Jacobson (1999), Eysenbach and Till (2001), Hudson and Bruckman 
(2004) and Seale et al. (2006) for detailed discussions. Partly due to these issues, freely available 
corpora of CMC data for general use are few and far between, a problem recently highlighted by 
Beißwenger and Storrer (2009:4): 
“Research on Computer-Mediated Communication is presently conducted for the 
most part with project-related corpora of raw data. This is due to the fact that CMC 
research is a relatively new field and that CMC genres currently are not at all or 




assortment of large accessible corpora that were exclusively designed for analysing 
CMC phenomena is rather unsatisfactory. Therefore, for empirical studies, corpora 
often have to be acquired from the Internet or obtained from users of CMC facilities.” 
One prevalent feature of CMC language is its distance from standard written English, 
particularly in terms of Orthography. Crystal (2001) discusses the “language of the internet”, 
highlighting its features and peculiarities,  these include features such as: abbreviations (“prob”), 
acronyms (“lol”) and other shortcuts (“2mora”), case irregularities (“i”), emotion indicators (“:-)”, 
“haha”, “sooooo”) and other spelling issues, e.g. typing errors (“hpuse”) and misspellings 
(“wierd”). There are various “dictionaries” of these forms, on websites29 and in books (normally 
as appendices) Crystal (2001; 2004; 2008), see also Thurlow (2003) who lists non-standard forms 
found in a small corpus of teenage text messages. These peculiarities make corpus linguistic analysis 
difficult; Ooi (2001) examines the issues in the part-of-speech annotation of chat room data. 
Tavosanis (2007) looks at classifying different types of spelling ‘errors’, particularly in blogs, 
Varnhagen et al. (2009) performs a detailed categorisation of spellings in Instant Messaging, 
Myslin and Gries (2010) carry out an exploratory and descriptive study of Spanish internet 
orthography, and Driscoll (2002) in her study of “Gamer chat” notes a series of such features, 
including shortenings, acronyms, alternative spellings and new meanings for standard words. 
There has also been some research into normalising spelling in CMC data (Clark 2003; 
Ringlstetter et al. 2006), and specifically for SMS (Aw et al. 2006; Choudhury et al. 2007; Kobus 
et al. 2008; Acharyya et al. 2009; Cook and Stevenson 2009; Yvon 2010; Beaufort et al. 2010), 
chat (Wong et al. 2006; 2008), emails (Sproat et al. 2001; Agarwal et al. 2007) and newsgroups 
(Agarwal et al. 2007; Zhu et al. 2007). Furthermore, recent NLP and Information Retrieval 
workshops have focussed on research in the area of CMC language (Karlgren 2006; Lopresti et al. 
2008). 
Many studies have analysed the effect of gender in CMC use and language, see for example 
Danet (1998), Sussman and Tyson (2000) and Yates (2001). Studies have focused on how females 
and males use CMC differently (e.g. avatar usage (Kang and Yang 2006; Nowak and Rauh 2006) - 
and also how assigned avatars effect gender-based language (Palomares and Lee 2009)), but also 
language use has been investigated, such as the use of emoticons (Witmer and Katzman 2006) and 
exclamation marks (Waseleski 2006). Some studies have also looked at age differences, such as 
Grinter and Palen (2002) Kang and Yang (2006), Schler et al. (2006) and Tagliamonte and Denis 
(2008). Thelwall (2008b) considered differences in swearing across age, gender and country (UK-
US) variables. Further studies which analyse gender and age differences in specific CMC forms 
are included in the extended bibliography. 
These age and gender differences have been taken further in recent studies, transferring author 
profiling and authorship attribution research on non-CMC language (for example, Singh (2001) 
discusses detecting gender through “lexical richness methods”) into the domain of CMC. 
Authorship attribution aims to identify the author of a text by comparing it to other texts by the 
same author, studies have looked at emails (de Vel et al. 2001; Tsuboi and Matsumoto 2002; 
Corney 2003) and newsgroups (Argamon et al. 2003). Author profiling aims to discern certain 
aspects of an author’s identity, such as gender or age, without necessarily having any other texts 
by that author, studies have looked at emails (Thomson and Murachver 2001; Corney et al. 2002; 
de Vel et al. 2002), blogs (Schler et al. 2006) and chat (Lin 2007). 
The remainder of this section will consider the individual forms of CMC in turn, listing 
studies of each form and possible corpus sources. SMS (2.1), instant messaging (2.2), chat rooms 
(2.3), emails (2.4) are covered individually with other forms such as newsgroups, forums/bulletin 
boards, blogs and social network sites covered in Section 2.5. A summary table of CMC corpora is 
given in Section 2.6. 
2.1. SMS 
There has been a lot of press and research activity recently in the area of text messaging, for 
general SMS discussions see Crystal (2008) and Thurlow and Poff (Forthcoming). SMS language, 




(emoticons, abbreviations, etc) see Crystal (2004). As well as the corpora studies detailed below, 
various SMS studies use methods such as surveys, ethnography and focus groups without using 
SMS corpora (these are included in the extended bibliography). There is also an informal 
bibliography of SMS related papers available30. The remainder of this section will detail potential 
SMS corpora discovered. 
CorTxt (Tagg 2009) is a corpus of 11,067 text messages (SMS), totalling 190,516 words. It 
was collected between 2004 and 2007 for Caroline Tagg’s PhD research at Birmingham University. 
The vast majority of messages were collected from Caroline’s friends and family, a small number 
of messages (441) were collected from the AOL anonymous online public forum (Tagg 2009:67). 
Participants in the study were aged 19–68 and were mainly British English speakers. 
Choudhury et al. (2007) use a corpus of English SMS texts downloaded from Treasuremytext31 
to evaluate an SMS normalisation technique. The SMS texts were manually translated into a 
Standard English form and automatic alignment was used to produce pairs of SMS spellings and 
their standard equivalents. The corpus is available online32 and contains 854 individual messages. 
There are some problems with the corpus: initial analysis of the standardisation reveals some clear 
mistakes, automatic alignment between the SMS texts and Standard English texts is only 80% 
accurate (Choudhury et al. 2007:162), and no metadata is provided related to who wrote the text 
messages. As for the source of the corpus, Treasuremytext, there does not appear to be a simple 
method available for extracting large amounts of publicly available texts, and you are required to 
know the username of a public profile before reading their texts. It is possible that the site has 
changed in its structure since Choudhury’s corpus was built in 2007. Cook and Stevenson (2009) 
also use this corpus, in addition to their own (which does not appear to be publicly available), to 
evaluate their own SMS normalisation technique. 
With a research focus of optimising predictive text entry for SMS, How and Kan (2005) 
produced the NUS SMS corpus - a collection of 10,117 SMS messages mainly from Singaporean 
university students. The corpus is freely available from the Internet33 in a structured XML format, 
no standardisation of the messages is provided. Unfortunately, little metadata is given - age and 
gender can not be attributed to individual messages. Another issue is the language variation 
introduced through nearly all ‘texters’ being non-native English speakers. Acharyya et al. (2009) 
also use this corpus, in addition to their own (which does not appear to be publicly available), to 
evaluate their own SMS normalisation technique. More recently, the project has been resurrected 
as a “live corpus project”34. As of February 2012, 41,208 English SMS messages have been 
collected with contributions from various sources with detailed metadata for each message 
included. Further examination is required to assess whether this growing corpus would be useful 
for our purposes in terms of how many of the messages are native (British) English and how many 
of these messages contain adequate metadata. 
The HKU SMS Corpus35 contains 853 messages, totalling 6787 words. It was created as part 
of the project ‘Linguistic Features of Mobile Phone Communication’ at The University of Hong 
Kong. The corpus contains some spelling standardisation, but contains no metadata. The corpus is 
a mix of Chinese and non-native English; like the NUS corpus, the language variation introduced by 
this may be problematic for comparisons to British SMS data. 
A further small SMS corpus exists on the website36 to accompany Tim Shortis’ (2001) 
textbook The Language of ICT: Information and Communication Technology. Few details are 
available about the corpus other than there being 202 messages, which were collected in the UK 
around the year 2000. Bieswanger (2007) used the corpus in his study comparing English and 
German SMS language. 
Psychology researchers (Tim Grant & Kim Drake) at University of Leicester (2006) aim to 
collect text messages with metadata from volunteers through a web form37. No results have been 
released as yet, and it is unclear whether their data will be made available. 
The sms4science project38 aims to create an international corpus of text messages. It is 
coordinated by the Centre for Natural Language Processing (CENTAL) at the Universite´ 
Catholique de Louvain in Belgium. At the time of writing, no English component to the corpus 
was available. 




research; however, often the corpus they have used is not freely available or details of its source are 
lacking. For example, Aw et al. (2006) discuss their use of an SMS corpus to test a normalisation 
technique with the final aim of English-to-Chinese SMS translation. Their corpus “consists of 
55,000 messages collected from two sources, a SMS chat room and correspondences between 
university students” (Aw et al. 2006:35). It is unclear if their corpus is available for external 
use, whether metadata is included, or what background the ‘texters’ in their corpus have. Other 
publications which discuss a potential source of SMS texts but do not indicate whether the data is 
externally available can be found in the extended bibliography. 
2.2. Instant Messaging 
Instant Messaging is an area which has seen a lot of research - with and without corpora, 
however, searches revealed not a single available corpus of messages at the time of writing. 
There are many studies which do not release their corpora or do not indicate whether their corpora 
are available, these are included in the extended bibliography. Privacy issues may be impinging 
on these corpora being freely available for research. 
2.3. Chat Rooms 
Chat rooms (e.g. Internet Relay Chat (IRC) (Werry 1996)) vary in different ways; for instance, 
whether they are free or require a subscription fee, the age range they target or whether they are 
orientated to a certain theme. These features are likely to affect the range of participants in the chat 
rooms and the language used. One particular area which has received some research attention is the 
difference between monitored and unmonitored chat rooms (see Tynes et al. 2004; Subrahmanyam 
et al. 2006). 
Chat rooms are different to other forms of CMC in that conversations are generally between 
multiple participants, rather than generally being one-to-one. This has led to a particular thread 
of research which has focused on discourse analysis and thread structure of chat logs, problems 
exist because it is not always clear to whom a user’s message is directed. Holmer (2008) describes 
ChatLine, a piece of software which can be used to view and analyse chat logs’ discourse structure. 
Further research in the area of discourse analysis and chat logs comes from Forsyth (2007) and 
Forsyth and Martell (2007). 
Users have a very large number of software platforms and rooms to choose from when deciding 
where to chat, with every topic imaginable being discussed somewhere. Detecting the topic of 
chat rooms is an area which has received research attention, both for security purposes and to help 
users find relevant chat rooms. Bengel et al. (2004) introduce ChatTrack, a tool for use by the 
“intelligence community” to build profiles for certain chat rooms or users which are compared 
to concept profiles in order to classify the topics discussed in the chat rooms or by a specific 
user. Meanwhile, Van Dyke et al. (1999) present Butterfly, an IRC based tool for suggesting 
channels (chat rooms) for given topics based on keywords in the chat logs. Further studies on 
topic detection in chat rooms include Tuulos and Tirri (2004), Çamtepe et al. (2004) and Adams 
and Martell (2008). 
Despite a large amount of research into chat rooms, the NPS Chat Corpus39 (Forsyth and 
Martell 2007) is the only corpus we discovered that is freely available for academic use. The 
corpus currently contains 10,567 posts (out of 500,000 posts in total). The messages are from age-
specific chat rooms: “teens”, “20s”, “30s”, “40s”, “adults”; although there is no verification of the 
age and gender of actual posters. Lin (2007) uses the corpus to assess features such as type/token 
ratio, emoticons used and punctuation to profile authors in chat logs - the results were inconclusive, 
with it being indicated that this may be due to the small text sizes available. Forsyth (2007) also 
uses the corpus, introducing XML encoding, POS-tagging and discourse analysis. 
Chat logs, IRC logs in particular, can be found quite easily on the Internet using a simple 
search. A corpus could therefore be built from these logs, however no metadata is available for 
who is actually chatting and some formatting work would be required to clean up the data and 




As with other forms of CMC, many chat corpus based studies were found where the source 
of the data was not revealed or the corpus used was not externally available, see the extended 
bibliography. One frequently used method to obtain chat data is to use a “chatbot” which acts as a 
user on a chat room and silently records all of the chat messages; two such tools have been 
developed and used by Çamtepe et al. (2004) and Bengel et al. (2004). As mentioned already, 
there are clearly ethical considerations to take into account here (see for example Hudson and 
Bruckman 2004). 
2.4. Email 
The Enron email dataset is probably the best-known corpus of emails available. It contains emails 
sent by Enron employees (mostly senior management) between 1999 and 2001, the emails were 
publicly released during the legal investigation of the Enron corporation. The corpus is available 
online40 (described by Klimt and Yang 2004) and contains around 500,000 messages from about 
150 employees, although no metadata is present. Kalman et al. (2006) use this corpus amongst 
others in a study of response latencies. 
The detection of spam email is quite a well-researched and developed area, with various 
algorithms developed. The SpamAssassin Public Corpus41 was built to test spam filtering. The 
corpus contains around 6,000 emails, 31% of which are spam. The spam and non-spam are 
distinguished. The data is fairly recent (2002-2006), but the corpus lacks metadata for senders. 
Deutschmann et al. (2009) introduce Mini-McCALL, a 1.3 million word corpus of “computer- 
mediated communication in the context of online English university courses.” The corpus contains 
forum discussions and emails. The email portion of the corpus consists of nearly 6,000 messages 
totalling 587,524 words. The corpus is distinguished from most other CMC corpora in that rich 
metadata for participants is present, including age and gender. One important point to note with 
the corpus is that its participants are non-native speakers (from Sweden). 
There are numerous other studies of large and small email corpora where the corpus is not 
available for outside use, or it is not made clear whether the corpus is available, these are included 
in the extended bibliography. 
2.5. Other CMC forms 
Usenet, which pre-dates the world wide web, is a discussion platform split into categories 
(newsgroups) where users can read and post public messages. Whilst Usenet has largely been 
replaced by other forms of CMC such as forums, it is still used today. A very large corpus (over 30 
billion words) of English Usenet postings has been created which is freely available to download 
for academic research (Shaoul and Westbury 2011). Texts less than 500 words or more than 
500,000 words were omitted as well as any texts which contained less than 90% English. 
Unfortunately for our profiling requirements no metadata is available for the authors of individual 
messages. 
A smaller corpus from 20 newsgroups has been created42 and is generally used for text 
classification (see e.g. Agarwal et al. 2007). The dataset contains approximately 20,000 
documents spread almost evenly across the 20 different newsgroups. The website indicates that it 
was created by Ken Lang in 1995. 
There are further studies with newsgroup data, see Sallis and Kassabova (2000), Argamon et al. 
(2003)43, Witmer and Katzman (2006), Zhu et al. (2007) and Hoffmann (2007), whilst Donath 
(1999) performs an ethnographic study of various features of Usenet communication. 
Blogs (or weblogs) are public ‘broadcasted’ online commentaries. Entries are posted by 
individuals on dedicated sites such as wordpress44 or blogger45, with an infinite array of subjects 
covered. As the blogs are publicly available, it would be quite straightforward to build up a 
corpus of these blogs; previous studies have done just that (see Huffaker and Calvert 2005; 
Schler et al. 2006; Stuart 2006; Thelwall and Stuart 2007). Profile information is even available 




leaves its validity at best questionable. 
Microblogging is a fairly new phenomenon, on sites such as Twitter46 users submit short posts 
(“tweets”) updating their “followers”, and the world, with what they are doing or what is on their 
mind. Again, as these posts are publicly broadcasted, it is simple to create a dataset, see Java et 
al. (2007), who have done so (without, it seems, publicly releasing the data). Petrović et al. (2010) 
report on the Edinburgh Twitter Corpus which contains 97 million tweets, however, due to a request 
from Twitter, this dataset is no longer publicly available. 
Forums or Bulletin Boards are places where users can discuss topics in an asynchronous 
fashion, the boards are usually part of a larger website dedicated to a certain subject. The Mini-
McCALL corpus mentioned previously for its email content also contains text from forums. In 
total there are 462,890 words of forum data. As with the emails, the data is rich in metadata for 
the participants but comes from non-native English speakers (from Sweden). 
Yahoo! Answers47 allows any Internet user to post a question which other Internet users can 
post answers to. These questions and answers are similar to forums, although in a specific form. 
Yahoo! have constructed a large corpus of user posted questions and answers by producing a 
“dump” of the database in October 2007, which contains 4,483,032 questions and their answers. 
This resource is available for academic use upon request48. The corpus is intended for use in 
training and testing answer-extraction models, see for instance Surdeanu et al. (2008), who use a 
subset of the corpus. Rafaeli et al. (2005) introduce research using a similar dataset from Google 
Answers, this however does not seem to be publicly available. 
Further studies of forum data are present where researchers have used their own corpora: Collot 
and Belmore (1996), Ravid and Rafaeli (2004), Waseleski (2006), Yin et al. (2009). Furthermore, 
Thomson (2006) looked at forum discussion threads on different topics, assessing the effect of 
gender-stereotypical topics on known gender-based language traits, the study (which was combined 
with a similar study of chat room language) found that topics produced more gender-based 
language traits than the actual gender of participants. Kendall (2000) performs an ethnographic 
study of the online forum BlueSky, looking at masculinity amongst other things. 
It is possible to parse text from a range of forums using the same technique as many are 
structured using software such as vBulletin49 and phpBB50 . A web-crawler could be used for this 
function with boards selected for different subjects, profiles of users are also generally available 
providing age and gender metadata. One hurdle with this is that vBulletin and phpBB normally 
require registration to view posts and profile information, this causes ethical issues as requiring a 
login indicates a private space (Mayer and Till 1996). More discussion on this issue is provided 
by Eysenbach and Till (2001). 
Social Networking (Boyd and Ellison 2008) on sites such as Facebook, MySpace and Bebo 
has become one of the more popular forms of CMC in recent times. The sites allow users to create a 
profile which are similar to “home pages”, users can share photos, become “friends” with other 
members and write messages and post status updates (similar to microblogging). No corpora of 
social networking dialogue or profiles are readily available, however various authors have built 
their own corpora. Thelwall (2008b) built a corpus of MySpace profiles to analyse the use of 
swear words by males and females from the UK and US at different ages. He also quantitively 
analysed various aspects of MySpace usage such as number of friends, date since last visit and 
various information and answers to questions given by members (Thelwall 2008a). A web crawler, 
SocSciBot51 was used to build the corpus. One limitation of studies of gender and especially age 
differences with retrieved social networking profiles is the potential lack of accuracy in the 
metadata given; Thelwall (2008a) acknowledges this: “Almost all of the data analysed is self-
reported and presumably some of it deliberately or accidentally incorrect. For example, members 
may lie out their age and probably there are many users under 14 who declare an older age in order 
to have a profile.” Another study of under-18 MySpace profiles by Hinduja and Patchin (2008) 
found that there was evidence of 8.3% of ages given being inflated. One further study by Shaw 
(2008) built a corpus of Bebo profiles, looking at non-standard spellings and the difference in 
spelling trends in different countries. 90 profiles were collected in total, 30 from each of the US, 




2.6. Summary Table 
Source Positive aspects Potential problems 
SMS 
CorTxt • Recently collected (2004-2007) 
• Relatively large (nearly 200,000 
words) 
• Large age range (19-68) 
• Participants were mainly friends 
and family of creator, so not 
necessarily a representative 
sample 
Treasuremytext • Recently collected (2007) 
• Contains spelling standardization 
• Small (854 messages) 
• No metadata 
• Unclear which (if any) texts are 
British English 




• Fairly large (10,000+ messages) 
• Recently collected (2005). 
• Well structured. 
• Currently being updated with 
new material (40,000+ messages) 
which also contains detailed 
metadata. 
• No metadata (in original 
collection) 
• Largely Singaporean non-native 
speakers of English 
HKU SMS 
Corpus 
• Contains some spelling 
standardisation 
• Very small (6,787 words) 
• No metadata 
• Mix of Chinese and non-native 
English 
Shortis • Straightforward to extract data • Very small (202 messages) 
• Very little data available about 
participants 
• Fairly dated for CMC corpus 
(2001) 
• No metadata 
IM – No sources available 
Chat 
NPS Corpus • Fairly recent (2006) 
• Straightforward to extract text 
• Split into age-targeted chat 
rooms 
• (Probably) American English 
• No specific user metadata 
available 
• No guarantee that users in chat 
rooms are of any age group 
Email 
Enron Corpus • Large (500,000+ messages) • Restricted domain (Business 
orientated, one company) 
• Slightly dated (1999-2001) 
• Little sender metadata 
Mini-McCALL • Rich in metadata 
• XML based, parsing should be 
straightforward 
• Decent sized (500,000+ words) 
• Recent (2004-2006) 
• Non-native English (Swedish 
students) 
• Restricted domain (distance 
learning) 
SpamAssassin • Decent sized (6,000 messages) 
• Fairly recent (2002-2006) 
• Little sender metadata 
• 31% spam messages 
Other CMC 





• Recent (2005-2010) 
• Cleaned up to an extent, with 
only documents containing 90% 
English words selected 
individuals 
• Unclear whether Usenet data is 
significantly different from other 
CMC varieties 
20 Newsgroups • Quite large (20,000 documents) 
• Partitioned evenly amongst 
topics 
• Probably fairly dated (1995) 
compared to Usenet Corpus 
• No metadata for individuals 
• Unclear whether Usenet data is 




• Rich in metadata 
• XML based, parsing should be 
straightforward 
• Decent sized (462,890 words) 
• Fairly recent (2004-2006) 
• Non-native English (Swedish 
students) 
• Restricted domain (distance 
learning) 
Yahoo! Answers • Large (4,483,032 questions and 
their answers) 
• Recent (2007) 
• Category metadata available 
• No metadata for individuals 
• Request required 
Table 2 - Summary of relevant CMC corpora. 
3. Child/Teenage Language in CMC 
As we have highlighted in the introduction, we need to consider child and teenage language on 
the Internet for the Isis project, therefore CMC corpora with significant contributions from non-
adults would be extremely useful. Unfortunately, despite many children and especially teenagers 
being heavy users of the Internet and CMC, such corpora are few and far between, certainly with 
reliable metadata confirming the age of participants. Of the CMC corpora in the previous section, 
few have an indication of the age of participants, fewer still contain child or teenage language - in 
fact, none of the corpora that we have considered contain texts from under-13s. A few studies 
previously listed do contain teenage, and a small amount of child language in CMC, but it is 
unclear whether these are available for external use. 
Of the SMS corpora listed, CorTxt is the only source which contains age metadata, however all 
of the participants in the corpus are 19 and over. Three sets of text messages used in previously 
listed SMS research studies do contain child/teen language. Plester et al. (2008; 2009) and Plester 
and Wood (2009) asked thirty-five 10-11 year olds to “translate” a passage of Standard English into 
“text language”, whilst these messages are not naturalistic (as the authors acknowledge (Plester 
and Wood 2009:158)), they are a rare insight into children’s SMS usage. Eldridge and Grinter 
(2001) and Grinter and Eldridge (2001; 2003) compiled a small corpus of text messages from five 
boys and five girls aged 15-16, asking the participants to log their text messages over seven days. 
Finally, Thurlow (2003) had 135 students (older teenagers - mean age was 19) transcribe five 
recent text messages from their phones, 544 messages in total were recorded. 
Obviously, the lack of IM corpora found in the previous section means there are no publicly 
available corpora of child/teen IM use, however, several papers use IM Corpora with teenage 
participants. Craig (2003) gathered 11,341 lines of text from IM conversations sent from US 
youths aged 12-17. Tagliamonte and Denis (2008) collected a corpus of IM conversations from 71 
Canadians ages 15-20. Jones and Schieffelin (2009) built an IM corpus containing 132 
conversations, 66 from 2003 and 66 from 2006, participants were aged 18-22. Varnhagen et al. 




analysing IM use by teenagers not using corpus analysis techniques (Grinter and Palen 2002; 
Schiano et al. 2002; Lewis and Fabos 2005; Bryant et al. 2006; Grinter et al. 2006; Boneva et al. 
2006). 
The only chat corpus found, the NPS corpus, has chat messages from different age-targeted 
chat rooms, one of which was “teens”. Whilst the text in this portion of the corpus should be from 
teenagers, it cannot be guaranteed that all participants are under any given age. Tynes et al. (2004) 
and Subrahmanyam et al. (2006) use a corpus of 38 chat sessions from teen orientated chat rooms 
(monitored and unmonitored), some of the participants reveal their age and gender in the 
transcripts, but it is debatable whether this could be used as reliable metadata. Further studies of 
teen chat use not using corpus analysis include Clark (1998), Merchant (2001), Greenfield and 
Subrahmanyam (2003) and Subrahmanyam et al. (2004). 
Unlike other forms of CMC, the general focus of research into email use and language has 
focused away from adolescent use, possibly due to the widespread use of email in the workplace. 
One corpus, however, focuses on teenage language use entirely; Harvey et al. (2007; 2008) 
introduce a growing corpus from the Teenage Health Freak website52. Harvey et al. (2008) state 
that the corpus comprises 62,794 messages collected between January 2004 and December 2005, 
totalling 1 million words (according to an ESRC awarded research grant to exploit the data 
(Adolphs and Mullany 2009) the corpus now contains 4 million words). As (Harvey et al. 
2008:2) acknowledge, the messages in the corpus are not strictly emails but “one-off postings, 
which may or not receive replies”. The corpus is not publicly available. One issue with the corpus 
is that it has a restricted domain due to the nature of messages from teenagers all being about their 
health concerns. 
The Mini-McCall corpus provides a small amount of data from teenagers. The corpus contains 
12 participants between 15 and 20 (mostly towards 20, rather than 15), as previously mentioned, 
however, the participants in the corpus are non-native English speakers. The Mini-McCall corpus 
also provides forum data, although only from a small number of participants as with the email 
data. 
For blogs, Huffaker and Calvert (2005) created a corpus of “teenage blogs” by searching 
various blog sites for search terms such as “teens”, “teen blogs” and “teenager”. After reviewing 
and removing some blogs (such as those from over-18s) 70 blogs remained, of these 67% revealed 
their age (range: 13-17), however, the authors state “It must be noted that there was no way to 
validate the physical identities of blog authors. Because actual age or gender could be falsified 
in the virtual environment, this study could only explore the online personae that were displayed 
in the blogs.” Schler et al. (2006) built a large corpus of blogs, 11,069 of which stated their age 
as between 13 and 17. Again, it is debatable whether the ages given can be relied upon as being 
genuine. 
 
Source Positive aspects Potential problems 
SMS – No sources available 
IM – No sources available 
Chat 
NPS Corpus • Fairly recent (2006) 
• Straightforward to extract text 
• Separate teen targeted chat 
room 
• (Probably) American English 
• No specific user metadata 
available 
• Cannot know for sure whether 
users of teen chat room are all 
teens. 





• Large (4 millions words) 
• UK website (should be mainly 
British English) 
• Age and gender may be 
• Cannot 100% guarantee age and 
gender of users 
• Unclear what format data is in, 




available on request necessary 
• Restricted domain of health 
issues 
Mini-McCALL • Rich in metadata 
• XML based, parsing should be 
straightforward 
• Fairly recent (2004-2006) 
• Non-native English (Swedish 
students) 
• Only contains 15-19 year olds 
(majority of which are likely to 
be upper-end of that group) 
• Only small portion (about 12 
students) are under-20 





• Rich in metadata 
• XML based, parsing should be 
straightforward 
• Fairly recent (2004-2006) 
• Non-native English (Swedish 
students) 
• Only contains 15-19 year olds 
(majority of which are likely to 
be upper-end of that group) 
• Only small portion (about 12 
students) are under-20 
• Restricted domain (distance 
learning) 
Table 3 - Summary of CMC corpora containing child/teenage language. 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
Table 4 shows all of the available corpora discussed in this paper. Child and Teenage language 
is fairly well represented for spoken language, and to a lesser extent traditional written language. 
CMC corpora exist for most forms, except Instant Messaging, for adult (or unknown) ages. It is 
the CMC language used by children and teenagers, and marked-up as such, which is massively 
under-represented in available corpora. Studies of CMC language by children and particularly 
teenagers are abundant, however, many of these either do not utilise a corpus of data or have not 
publicly released the corpus they have created. Even the few corpora found containing teen CMC 
language have issues: the NPS corpus age range is based on the chat room being named “Teen” - 
there is no way of identifying the actual age of users, the Mini-McCALL corpus contains non-native 
English speakers, and the Teenage Health Freak website corpus contains messages from a very 
restricted domain of health concerns. It may be possible to fill this gap by requesting the use of 
non-public corpora from research studies discussed in this paper and included in the extended 
bibliography, alternatively new corpora could be built using similar methods employed elsewhere 
(such as chatbots and web crawlers). However, obtaining a substantial corpus of language from 
children and teenagers using different CMC platforms with reliable metadata (even just age and 
gender) will, in all likelihood, require extra endeavour to collect and compile a new corpus. 
 
 Adult (20+) / Unknown Child (5-12) Teen (13-19) 
Spoken  • PoW Corpus 
• CHILDES 
• Kids’ Speech 
• SCOTS 
• BNC 
• Kids’ Speech 
• COLT 
• LIC 







Written  • CLS (Lancaster) 
• LUCY Corpus 
• LCCPW 




SMS • CorTxt 
• Treasuremytext 
• NUS SMS Corpus 
• HKU SMS Corpus 
• Shortis 
  
IM    
Chat • NPS Corpus  •  NPS Corpus 
Email • Enron Corpus 
• SpamAssassin 
• Min-McCALL 
 • Mini-McCALL 
• Teenage Health Freak 
website 
Other CMC • Mini-McCALL 
• Yahoo! Answers 
• Usenet 
• 20 Newsgroups 
 • Mini-McCALL (forum 
data) 
Table 4 - Summary of corpora relevant to our survey. 
In this paper, we have carried out a survey of two types of corpora; child language and CMC 
language plus the overlap between the two. Previous surveys of language corpora have focussed 
on well-known corpora or corpora for specific languages, rather than language produced by 
children online. Our original motivation for this was a project specific one, driven by the needs of our 
online child protection research and the work with law enforcement agencies to detect adults 
masquerading as children online. However, we have seen through this survey the paucity of 
corpora containing child language and online varieties of language with verifiable metadata such 
as age and gender. This is a drawback not only to our own research but to others wishing to carry out 
replicable studies in these areas using the kinds of reference corpora that corpus linguists have 
become accustomed to using in their research. 
Numerous studies and projects have been carried out where a new dataset is collected, analysed 
and results published without release of the underlying data. This is most likely due to ethical 
restrictions on the secondary analysis and release of project data. Unfortunately, this duplication 
of work and lack of comparability of results has negative consequences for the linguistic research 
community as a whole. Where previous studies have made use of age and gender information in 
online corpora, in some cases they use self-reported information which has been found to be 
inaccurate in other studies. 
We focussed in the introduction on two main uses for online and child-language corpora. For 
the first use, building age and gender-based profiles of language, we required verifiable age and 
gender metadata. Here, our survey has found very few available corpus resources. For the second 
use or application, that of retraining our NLP tools to deal with child and online language text 
types, the metadata requirements are less strict and we have seen that very large corpora of email 
and Usenet data are available, for example. In addition, for online CMC data, it is certainly 
possible to utilise web-crawlers that will collect vast quantities of such data. However, even in 
this scenario, legal and ethical restrictions may apply, although this is still a grey area for corpus 
linguists. 
Whilst the specific needs of the Isis project have been largely unfulfilled by the available 
corpora, various corpora have been highlighted which may be of use for future research in the 
fields of child language and CMC. It is hoped that the highlighted scarcity of suitable corpus data 
representing children online will encourage future projects to establish new datasets for research 
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6 The current focus of our project is to work with UK law-enforcement agencies who will be investigating 
primarily British targets. 
7 http://khnt.hit.uib.no/icame/manuals/pow.htm 
8 http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/ 
9 Described in more detail at http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/manuals/ 
10 An online manual exists at http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/manuals/chat.pdf 
11 An online manual exists at http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/manuals/clan.pdf 
12 See http://talkbank.org/share/ 
13 http://cslu.cse.ogi.edu/corpora/kids/ 














27 Note: The COLT corpus forms part of the BNC, so some overlap will occur. 
28 http://ice-corpora.net/ice 
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